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1.

Summary and Objectives

The aim of the Project website and social media accounts is to provide a central point of dissemination of results and
to engage stakeholders. The diversity of communication channels will help to reach different targets groups.
Being at the beginning of the implementation of the project, this report summarises the content and structure of the
website as well as describing the social media channels. These tools will be key in the communication strategy that
will be drafted for M6.
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2.

Work progress
2.1.

Methodology

In order to develop an efficient dissemination, different tools were developed to reach different target
audiences and to carry out various messages.
BALIHT identified the following key communication channels for dissemination:
•

Website

•

Social media: Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn

The selection of these was based on several criteria:
•

Accessibility: free general access

•

Efficiency: low costs to reach large audience

•

Usability: easy to use both for the information giver and the receiver, high flexibility of design and content
structure.

•

Synergies: used by project partners, other EU funded projects, policymakers, journalists, general public, etc

The purpose of these communication channels is to:
•

Increase awareness about the project

•

Inform about the project latest developments, deliverables or events

•

Inform about other developments in link with the subject of energy storage (events, policy developments,
research, etc)

•

Involve relevant stakeholders (some tools are interactive)

•

Support cooperation with other stakeholders working on the same subject

2.2.

Detailed description

2.2.1.

Website

The WP leader worked with a service provider for the creation of a user-friendly website comprising an innovative
layout and viable structure valid for the whole project duration. The content has been developed by the WP leader.
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The url is: www.baliht.eu
The logo and other BALIHT visuals where integrated to the website design.

2.2.2.

Social media accounts

The WP leader established accounts for BALIHT on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
The accounts are available here:
•

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Baliht_EU

•

nkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/baliht

•

nkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/baliht
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•

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/37512619/
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•

Facebook: fb.me/BALIHT

The logo and other BALIHT visuals were used.
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3.

Results
3.1.

Website

3.1.1.

Objectives

The website targets different audiences, e.g. general public, businesses and SMEs, public bodies, scientific and
educational organisations, journalists, etc. That is why the information available on the website will be taking different
forms to reach different audiences. The “project overview” presents, in an accessible language, the project and its
objectives; available scientific articles will be accessible by the research community, the policy brief will allow
journalists and public institutions to understand the societal issues at stake, etc…

3.1.2.

Day-to-day management

The Communication WP leader used the services of a service provider for the creation of the website. The content
creation and day to day management is entirely managed by the WP leader.
All the partners will participate to the website’s content by providing up‐to‐date information and input to the
Communication WP leader.

3.1.3.

Evaluation and adaptation

The website will be updated weekly with news, articles, documents, events or other elements.
GoogleAnalytics will give an insight about the number and origin of visitors as well as their interests while visiting the
different pages. The tools used will respect the GDPR.

3.1.4.

Development

The website is running on www.baliht.eu.
The backend (joomla) allows the Communication officer to edit pages and menus.

3.1.5.

Graphic design

The design of the website will be developed in line with the Graphical Charter of the project. The design proposition
was sent to the partners for approval.

3.1.6.

Menu

Relying on “EU Project Websites - Best practice Guidelines” published by DG research, we chose the following
structure:

3.1.6.1.

Homepage

The Homepage provides a basic overview of the project and of the latest news.
The EU funding is duly acknowledged by the inclusion of the EU logo and the sentence " This project has received
funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No
875637”.
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The homepage also offers the possibility to see the project’s latest Facebook posts and tweets. Direct links to Twitter,
LinkedIn and Facebook as well as the possibility to subscribe to the Newsletter are available on the homepage.
At the bottom of the page, all partners are represented through their logo.

3.1.6.2.

About

This page is made of 2 subpages:

•

Objectives and results: a general introduction about the challenges, the project objectives, the methodology
and expected results.

•

Project partners: A list of all BALIHT partners and their information, including links to their respective
websites, Partner logo and location through a map.
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3.1.6.3.

News and Events

This page will provide news regarding the project and a list of upcoming conferences, workshops, and
events (both external and organised by the consortium) which may be of interest for the partners and the
stakeholders.
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3.1.6.4.

Documents

This webpage will host the project’s leaflet, press releases, newsletters, policy briefs, guides, etc. It will also show all
documents/articles mentioning BALIHT’s work.
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3.1.6.5.

Contact

This page allows anyone to enter in contact with our team.
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3.2.

Social media

3.2.1.

Objectives

Social media accounts raise awareness about BALIHT in the online community. Accounts have been created on three
major social networks: Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
With its social media presence, BALIHT aims at increasing the project’s visibility, the stakeholders, policymakers and
potential end-users’ engagement and create a community of online stakeholders surrounding the project.
BALIHT’s social media profiles are fully operational and use the graphic identity of the project.
News about the project and events as well as relevant publications will be posted on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
Direct linked to the three social media profiles are displayed on the project’s homepage, as well as the latest tweets
and Facebook posts.
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3.2.2.

Day-to-day management

The Communication WP leader will manage the content of the three social media accounts.
All the partners will participate to the content creation by providing up‐to‐date information and input to the
Communication WP leader.

3.2.3.

Evaluation and adaptation

The different accounts will be updated weekly with news, articles, events or other relevant information.
The engagement of stakeholders will be monitored thanks to available analysis tools (Hootsuite, Twitter Analytics,
etc). The use of these tools will respect the GDPR rules.

3.2.4.

Graphic design

The design of the social media accounts has been developed in line with the Graphical Charter of the project.

3.2.5.

Facebook

A Facebook page has been created to disseminate BALIHT’s progresses and results to active stakeholders and to
engage these actors.
News and pictures about the project will be published alongside articles mentioning BALIHT.
Our team will update the Facebook page at least once a month.

3.2.6.

Twitter

We created a Twitter account to engage stakeholders around BALIHT’s activities.
Publications and retweets will be made of: news and pictures about the project, upcoming events (organised by the
consortium or other relevant actors), published articles/news about relevant subjects for the project, etc
Tweets will be published on a weekly basis.
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4.

Conclusions

Four key communication channels have been developed. They will be integrated to the communication plan that will
be developed for M6.
These communication channels will be continuously updated and improved.
Impact will be measured thanks to management tools and this impact will be reported in the reports on Dissemination
updates.
The Communication WP leader will discuss any developments for the website or social media accounts with the rest
of the consortium and will gather input from the partners on a regular basis.
It is clear that the achievement of the website and social media accounts’ goals depend on the combined efforts of all
consortium members. Partners are to inform the Communication WP leader when disseminating any activities in
regards to the Project.
Once other communication tools will be developed (video, leaflet, poster, etc), they will be integrated to the websites
and social media when relevant.
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